2017 Container Vegetable Variety List
The Henrys’ Plant Farm
Tomatoes
Baby Boomer Hybrid VF—(50 Days) Determinate. Perfect for the patio, wildly prolific, yields 300 or more 1” little
sweeties bursting with great big flavor. Compact plant, but should be caged.
Better Bush VFFNASt—(68 Days) Compact, short internode growth habit perfect for large containers or the small
garden. Produces 4’ tomatoes weighing 8-12 oz. Great disease resistance. Indeterminate Short Internode
Bush Early Girl Hybrid—(54 Days) Compact plant, patio-sized variety. Huge yields of firm, meaty flavorful tomatoes.
Determinate
Bush Goliath VFN—(68 Days) Perfect for the patio garden or those with limited space. Grows about 3.5’ tall. Produces
3”-4” tomatoes, flavorful, high sugar content. Determinate
Bushsteak Hybrid—(65 Days) Determinate. A Burpee Exclucive Variety. A beefsteak variety that can be grown in a
container. The compact plant produces big, flavorful and meaty tomatoes that mature early. Works in small space
garden also.
Homeslice VF—(63 Days) A round shaped red slicer tomato that has true tomato flavor. Early, very productive with a
smaller growth habit perfect for containers and smaller gardens.
Husky Cherry Red Hybrid VFA—(65 Days) All season-long production of 1” tomatoes with excellent flavor. Perfect for
small spaces or large containers. Determinate
Lizzano—(63 Days) A patio type with snack-size cherry red tomatoes 1” across. Plants grow 16”-20” tall, and 20” wide.
Excellent for hanging baskets, tall planters, containers. Semi-determinate
Megabite—(65 Days) Unique upright dwarf type that produces meaty, bright glossy 4” beefsteak type red tomatoes.
Good producer. Plants grow 16” tall with 8” spread, perfect for a container. Determinate
Patio Hybrid VF—(65 Days) Great for containers or small space gardening. Grows 2’ tall and produces bunches of firm,
round, red 4 oz. tomatoes. Determinate
Sweetheart of the Patio—(68 Days) A Burpee Exclusive Variety. Determinate. Compact plants are ideal for containers.
Produces super-sweet, snack-ready cherry tomatoes all summer. Late Blight tolerant.
Sweet ‘N’ Neat Scarlet—(60 Days) Grows just 10”-12” tall, a hard working patio tomato that sets masses of juicy, sweet
1 oz. red cherry tomatoes all season long, stake to hold the big bounty. Produces more tomatoes in a large 16” container.
Sweet ‘N’ Neat Yellow—(60 Days) Grows just 10”-12” tall, a hard working patio tomato that sets masses of juicy, sweet
1 oz. yellow cherry tomatoes all season long, stake to hold the big bounty. Produces more tomatoes in a large 16” pot.

Peppers
Apache Red Chili—(65 Days) HOT A very attractive dwarf chili pepper for the patio container. Produces masses of
super-hot 3” peppers all summer. Matures green to red. Enjoy at any color.

Mohawk—(75 Days) SWEET Perfect for your patio garden! Compact 8” tall and 10” spread. Tasty 4”-5” peppers that
are blocky and thick-walled. Matures green to orange. Enjoy at any color.
Redskin Hybrid—(65 Days) SWEET Perfect for a 10” container, grows 16” tall, producing sweet red bell peppers 4”
long all summer. Matures green to red. Enjoy at any color.

Cucumbers
Salad Bush Hybrid—(57 Days) An early, compact burpless cucumber variety that is good for small gardens or
containers. Uniform 8” dark green cucumbers. All America Selection winner.
Fanfare Hybrid—(62 Days) Perfect compact variety for large containers. Great disease resistance. Produces large 9”
dark green cucumbers, nice for slicing into your salad.
Patio Snacker’ Hybrid—(39 Days) This short-vining plant is well-branched and a great producer of 8” dark green
cucumbers with great flavor and nice crunch.

Lettuce
Simply Salad Alfresco Mix—Grow this salad mix in a large container. It has a Mediterranean flavor. Includes lettuces,
arugula, endive and radicchio. Trim off plants and it regrows another salad in a few weeks.
Simply Salad Global Gourmet Mix—Grow this salad mix in a large container. A mix of Asian flavors and herbs.
Includes lettuces, brassicas, and Asian herbs. Different leaf textures, shades of greens and bronze. Trim off plants and it
regrows another salad in a few weeks.
Simply Salad City Garden Mix—Grow this salad mix in a large container. Includes many shades of greens and bronze,
many different leaf textures. Trim off plants and it regrows another salad in a few weeks.
Healing Hands Salad Mix—A Burpee Exclusive Variety. An extra-nutritious mix that can produce 20% more betacarotene, 30% more total carotenoids, and 70% more anthocyanins than other blends. Attractive colors and leaf types.

Salad Greens
Simply Salad Kale Storm Mixture—An attractive mix of textures and colors. This mix will not bolt (go to seed) in large
containers or can be planted in the ground. Includes purple, green and blue kale varieties.

Container-type Strawberries
Seascape Strawberry—Your family can enjoy these large, delicious bright red strawberries in spring, summer and fall—
three seasons of sweetness. A day-neutral strawberry plant that produces a plentitude of sweet, juicy berries. These will
be available in hanging baskets.

